Under the powers conferred by the Local Government Act 1995 and by all other powers the Council of the Town of Victoria Park resolved to make the following local law on the 16th February 2021.

PART 1—PRELIMINARY

1. Citation
This local law may be cited as the Town of Victoria Park Penalty Units Local Law 2021.

2. Commencement
This local law commences on—
(a) 1 July 2021; or
(b) the fourteenth day following its publication in the Government Gazette, whichever is the later.

3. Purpose and Effect
(1) The purpose of this local law is to prescribe the value of a penalty unit for the purposes of modified penalties expressed in penalty units under other local laws.
(2) The effect of this local law is to set the value of a penalty unit for the purposes of other local laws within the district.

4. Application
This local law applies throughout the district.

5. Interpretation
(1) In this local law, unless the context requires otherwise—
   Act means the Local Government Act 1995;
   district means the district of the local government;
   local government means the Town of Victoria Park; and
   local law means a local law made by the local government.
(2) Any other term or expression used in this local law and not defined has the meaning given to it in the Act.

PART 2—PENALTY UNIT

6. Calculation of modified penalty
If a local law expresses a modified penalty as a number of penalty units, the monetary value of the modified penalty is the number of dollars obtained by multiplying the value of the penalty unit by the number of penalty units.

7. Value of penalty unit
The value of a penalty unit is $10.00.

Dated the 12th day of March, 2021.
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